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NCRI-US Representative: U.S. Must 
Designate Iran's Human Rights Abusers 

Since Iran Uprising in December 2017, 8,000 protesters have been arrested, 
50 killed, including 14 under torture 

WASHINGTON, DC; US, March 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/-- Washington, March 8, 
2018 -- The Representative in the United States for the National Council of Resistance of 
Iran, Ms. Soona Samsami, urged the U.S. Government to designate Iranian regime 
officials involved in human rights violations. 

Since the beginning of the uprising on December 28, 2017, at many as 8,000 protesters 
have been arrested and over 50 killed, including at least 14 tortured to death. 

The officials responsible for the atrocities have a long history of rights violations, 
including the 1988 massacre of 30,000 political prisoners, mostly members of the main 
Iranian opposition, the Mujahedin-e Khalq (MEK/PMOI). 

The Iranian regime's brutal crackdown during the uprising warrants a response from the 
United States as outlined in U.S. law. 

Those who warrant designation by the U.S. Government for being responsible for human 
rights abuses, include, but are not limited to, the following individuals: 

I 
I. Supreme Leader Seyyed Ali Hosseini KHAMENEI 
2. President Hassan ROUHANI 
3. Justice Minister Alireza AVAEI (AVA YI/AV AEE) 
4. Rear Admiral Ali SHAMKHANI 
5. Commander of State Security Forces Hossein ASHT ARI 
6. General Prosecutor Mohammad MONT AZERI 
7. Minister of Communication and Information Technology Moharmnad Javad Azari 
JAHROMI 
8. IRGC CommanderofCyber Security Ali FATEH 
9. Secretary oflranian Supreme Cyberspace Council Abolhassan FIROOZABADI 
I 0. Advisor to the Judiciary and former Justice Minister Mostafa POURMOHAMMADI 
11. Commander of Sarollah Garrison in Tehran Moharmnad Esmail KOSAR! 
12. IRGC Commander oflsfahan Province Gholarnreza SOLEIMANI 
13. General Prosecutor oflsfahan Province Hassan RAHIMI 
14_. IRGC Commander of Khuzestan Province Hassan SHAIN ARPOOR 
15'. IRGC Commander ofHamedan Province Mazaher MAJID! 
16. IRGC Commander ofLorestan Province Morteza KASHKOULI 
17. IRGC Commander of Passive Defense Forces Gholarnreza JALALI 
18. Head of Astan-e Qods Rat.avi Endowment Foundation Ebrahim Raisi 
19. Supreme Court Vice President Hossein Ali NA YYERI 
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20. Supreme Court judge Ali MOBASHERI 
21. Head of the 41 st branch of the Supreme Court Ali RAZINI 
22. Head of Branch 28 of the Tehran Islamic Revolutionary Court Mohammad 
MOGHISEH 
23. Association of Combatant Clergy member Mohammad MOUSSA VI KHOEINIHA 
24. Head of Qom Seminary Morteza MOQTADAEE 
25. Association of Combatant Clergy member Seyyed Mohammad MOUSSA VI 
BOJNOURDI 
26. Assembly of Experts member Mohammad Mohammadi REYSHAHRI 
27. State Expediency Council member Ali FALLAHIAN 
28. Former Tehran's Prosecutor Morteza ESHRAQI 
29. Farmer Justice Minister Mohammad Esmail SHUSHT ARI 
30. State Expediency Council member Majid ANSARI 
31. Minister of Labor Ali RABIEI 
32. Former Justice Minister Seyed Morteza BAKHTIARI 
33. Deputy Head of Shah Abdul-Azim Endowment Javad ALI-AKBARIAN 

See more details about the above individuals at our website by clicking ncrius.org. 

In July 2017, President Trump signed into law an Act that called for the "Imposition of 
additional sanctions with respect to persons responsible for human rights abuses," and 
that such sanctions would extend to "those ,responsible for extrajudicial killings, torture, 
or other gross violations of internationally recognized human rights committed against 
individuals in Iran" who seek "(A) to expose illegal activity carried out by officials of the 
Government oflran; or (B) to obtain, exercise, defend, or promote internationally 
recognized human rights and freedoms, such as the freedoms of religion, expression, 
associatibn, and assembly ... " -
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These materials are being distributed by the National Council of Resistance oflran-U.S. 
Representative Office. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C. 

National Council of Resistance oflran U.S. Office 
202-747-7847 
email us here 
NCRI-US 
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Bipartisan U.S. Dignitaries Voice Support for 
Iranian People's Call for Regime Change 
WASHINGTON, DC, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, U.S.A., March 27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -
Washington, DC~ At a dinner reception at the Mayflower Hotel on March 23rd, marking the Iranian 
New Year or Nowru:z, several bipartisan former senior U.S. officials spoke on the need for a firm policy 
to counter the Iranian regime's malign activities in the Middle East, its pursuit of nuclear-capable 
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You see delegations from 
around the world standing in 
unity in support of the MEK 
and Madame Rajavi and a 
free and independent Iran, a 
tolerant Iran that enjoys the 
liberties and freedoms." 

First Homeland Security 
Secretary, Tom Ridge 

ballistic missiles and its crackdown on Iranian citizens. 

Members of the diplomatic corps in Washington, DC were 
also present at the event, which was organized by the ~ 
Representative Offjce of the National Council of Resistance of 
!!fill (NCRI-US). Ms. Soona Samsami, the NCRl's Washington 
Representative, pointed to the December and January 
uprisings in 142 cities across Iran as a watershed moment as 
the uprising continues. "On this new year, this new day, we 
are confident that the era of this detested theocracy is at an 
end. The horizon holds prornise of the rise of a new, free, 
democratic, secular and a non-nuclear republic in Iran," 
Samsami said. 

Several of these notable political figures made remarks at the Nowruz celebration, declaring their 
support for change in Iran and expressing their desires for a brighter future on the occasion of the 
New Year. I 

The first Secretary for U.S. Homeland Security and former Governor of Pennsylvania Tom Ridge 
noted that with all the developments inside Iran, regionally and internationally, the prospects for 
regirne change anq the establishment of an independent, free, and democratic Iran are brighter than 
ever. "Thi.nk of the progress that has been made ... those incredible rallies in Paris, France ... and those 
people who showed their support internationally. Think of six or seven years ago and then fast forward 
and you see delegations from around the world standing in unity in support of the MEK and Madame 
Rajavi and a free and independent Iran, a tolerant Iran that enjoys the liberties and freedoms," said 
Governor Ridge. 

Former Democratic New Jersey Senator Robert Torricem emphasized that "Each and every one of us 
commit this year to confront with the same determination as Mrs. Maryam Rajavi and every member 
of the MEK, who no matter what it takes, how long it takes, no matter how great the sacrifice, no 
matter how much the effort, that at long, long last the mullahs will fall, freedom will rise." 

Ambassador Lincoln Bloomfield Jr., former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Political-Military 
Affairs, stated "I'm here to salute and to thank the members of the National Council of Resistance of 
Iran, the members of the Mujahideen-e Khalq, and the brave citizens of Iran .... You are helping 
America to discover what we stand for as well. And for that, I will always be in your debt" 

Ambassador Robert Joseph, former Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International 



Security, underlined the role of the Resistance in recent uprisings in Iran. "It is very important, I think, 
to note that the MEK is in the vanguard of the uprisings that we are witnessing and have been 
witnessing for the last number of months .... Madam Rajavi plays an extremely important role by 
uniting the people of Iran, by providing incentives to those people, by providing inspiration to the 
people who are risking their lives for the freedom, not only of themselves and their families, but the 
freedom of all of the people of Iran," he stated. 

Mr. Kenneth Blackwell, former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Human Rights Commission, 
stressed, "If we are td make our contribution to freedom and to the recognition of the human dignity of 
others, we must not hide our special light under a bushel. I would just celebrate with you the fact that 
the MEK and those in the Diaspora have not hid their candle under a bushel, but they have used their 
candle to light other candles. Together we have rushed the darkness of our time and we have 
punched holes in the darkness. We have given hope." 

Others highlighted the bright future of Iran on the occasion of Nowruz, which traditionally marks a 
fresh start or new beginning for those that celebrate it. "This is a year of destiny for us and a year of 
destiny for Iran. Every year, every Nowruz we take one more step further in achieving the goal that we 
all share for the people of Iran, for the supporters of the MEK, for Madame Rajavi, to help restore 
democracy to Iran," said former U.S. Ambassador to Morocco Marc Ginsberg. 

Col. Wes Martin, the senior anti.terrorism and force protection officer for all coalition forces in Iraq, 
said "I want one big round of applause for the 2,500 people now living in Albania who struggled 
through Ashraf and Camp Liberty. Those people are our heroes. They endured the toughest of times 
and they showed us what the price of liberty is, and the fact that they were willing to pay it, and 
unfortunately 141 of them did pay it. .. They survived the toughest of times, like the people who are 
inside Iran right now. They have stood up and they said, 'We're going to right and we're going to make 
a difference. And they are making a difference.' The world is hearing them." 

"I salute all of the M!j:K residents in Albania and I want to wish each of you a happy Nowruz," added 
Col. Tom Cantwell, t~e first commander of Camp Ashraf in 2003. "Indeed, it is a new year. It is a new 
year here in America with new government and new people in charge, and we hope that it means new 
policy and new relatibnship with Iran. And we hope that that includes a new relationship between the 
United States government and the Iranian resistance;• he said. 

Prof. Ivan Sascha Sheehan, director, M.S. in Negotiations and Conflict Management program of the 
School of Public and International Affairs at the University of Balt.imore added, "Every great freedom 
movement must eventually come to terms with the fact that to confront injustice, one must 
acknowledge.that it exists. And every movement for freedom must put it on display for the world to 
see. Therefore, here in Washington, around the world, every believer in democracy and human rights 
should keep a close eye on Iran in the year ahead. Because it's my firm conviction that with support 
from the international commLJnity, the Iranian people may finally achieve a new system of government 
that embraces not only democracy but also civil and political, religious and cultural liberty for Iranians 
of every demographic background." 

In addition to these remarks, renowned Iranian composer and conductor Mohammad Shams was 
joined by Behi and Afshari to perform a number of Iranian musical pieces while Uncle Nowruz, a 
traditional figure of the holiday, distributed Persian nuts to the guests. 

These materials are being distributed by the National Council of Resistance of lran-U.S. 
Representative Office. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, 
D.C. 
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Panel Discusses Grave Threat Posed by 
Tehran's Ballistic Missiles, Offers Solutions 
New 133-page book, Iran's Ballistic 
Buildup: The March Toward Nuclear
Capable Missiles, was released. 

WASHINGTON, DC, US, May 11, 2018 
/EINPresswire.com/-- On Wednesday, 
May 9, 2018, the National Council of 
Resistance of lran-U.S. Representative 
Office (NCRI-US) hosted a~ of 
leading subject-matter experts to discuss 
Iran's burgeoning missile program and its 
ties with the nuclear weapons program. 

The new 133-page book by the NCRI
US, Iran's Ballistic Buildup: The March 
Toward Nuclear-<bapable Missiles. was 
also presented by Alireza Jafarzadeh, the 
deputy director of the NCRl's Washington 
office. The book, which has dozens of 

NCRIUS Panel discussed Iran's missile threat and newly 
published book. 

charts, pictures, satellite imageries, and maps, provides key details on crucial infrastructure of 
Tehran's ballistid missile program. 
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It's the most informative 
account I've seen of the Iran 
ballistic missile program, a 
major contribution to our 
understanding of Iranian 
security policies, missile 
program; I would highly 
recommend it." 

Prof. Matthew Kroenig about 
NCR/-US new book 

Ambassador Joseph DeTrani, former Director of National 
Counter Proliferation Center and Special Adviser to the 
Director of National Intelligence; Dr. Olli Heinonen, a Senior 
Advisor on Science and Nonproliferation at the Foundation for 
Defense of Democracies, and former Deputy Director General 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and head 
of its Department of Safeguards; Ambassaqor Robert Joseph, 
former Under Secretary of State for Arms Gontrol and 
International Security; and Matthew Kroenig, Associate 
Professor, Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at 
Georgetown University, Deputy Director for Strategy, 
Scowcroft Center for Strategy and Security at The Atlantic 
Council, were the other panelists. Rebeccah Heinrichs, Senior 
Fellow at the Hudson Institute moderated the event, after Ali 

Safavi of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the NCRI welcomed the panelists. 

Alireza Jafarzadeh, who is also the author of The Iran Threat, explained the strategy framework 
designed to ensure the survival of Iran's ruling regime and its core elements. He said, ''To remain in 
power, the regime in Tehran functions on two foundations. One is internal suppression and the other 
is crisis making and export of terror abroad. The second pillar has three components itself which 
complement each other and are all part and parcel of the larger strategy for survival. One would not 



work without the other. First component 
is sponsorship of terrorism. The second 
element is Iran's nuclear weapons 
program. And the third element is the 
ballistic missile program. For Tehran, 
these are critical issues for its survival; 
that's why it has never abandoned any of 
them, and it never will." 

Exposing the details ,of the inner working 
of the regime's Aerospace Industries 
Organization, the Hemmat Missile 
Industrial Group, and Aerospace Force of 
the IRGC, Mr. Jafarzadeh stated, "there 
are 15 sites associated with the 
Aerospace Industries Organization and 
27 sites associated with Aerospace 
Force of the IRGC." He provided the 
names, specific functions and their 
internal codenames, command and 
control structure, and location of these 
sites. 

Jafarzadeh concluded his presentation 
by saying, "The Iranian regirne right now 
is engulfed in large scale protests and 
uprising that started last December and 
is still continuing. The economy is in 
shambles, currency is plunging further, 
and there's extensive institutionalized 
corruption. So, t~e long-term and lasting 
solution to the threat posed by Tehran is 
internal change. The people inside Iran 
are calling for change by the people of 
Iran. That's when we're going to see 
those three threats resolved." 
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Rebeccah Heinrichs who moderated the panel said 
there was not a change in the nature of the regime 
before Iran was given the stamp of approval on their 
enrichment program and flooded with cash. 

Ambassador Joseph DeTrani says Tehran's ultimate 
objective is intercontinental ballistic missiles. 

Ambassador Joseph, noting the failure of - ·· - - -·· 
the 2015 deal ''to address Iran's regional aggression and its activities in Syria, in Yemen, and 
elsewhere., and of course, Iran's continued support for terrorism," explained that "In the past, when 
Iran has been presented with strength in opposition to its ambitions, it has backed down. It did that in 
2003 and it's done that since 2003. Iran, I think, will once again feel the full pressure of international 
sanctions." 

He concluded his rernarks by saying "the rnost important part of the President's statement was his 
outreach to the Iranian people and his stated support for their aspirations, for democracy, and for 
human rights. This is the number one threat to the regime-a regime that cannot reform and will not 
reform. And I think ultimately it will be the end of this regime that resolves the nuclear and missile 
threats as well as the broader Iranian threats." 

Ambassador DeTrani emphasized, ''this is a timely panel discussion, because I think one ofthe core 
elements here is proliferation, nuclear proliferation. The ballistic missile program is a manifestation of 



the intentions of the regime in Teh.ra.n 
and what they've done with their ballistic 
missile program makes it very, very clear 
that the ultimate objective is 
intercontinental ballistic missile ... Not 
only Iran is developing these missile 
delivery capabilities, but also is in the 
proliferation of these technologies in the 
region. 

"A lot of the underpinning of the JCPOA 
was it was going to be transformational, 
that it would be an incentive for Iran to 
change its behavior. And it certainly 
hasn't been transformational because 
we've seen the [Iran's) regional 
aggression, we've seen the elements of 
support to terrorist movements, and 
other aspects to that," added Mr. DeTrani. 

Professor Kroenig of the Atlantic Council 
commented on the NORI-US new book, 
Iran's Ballistic Buildup: The March 
Toward Nuclear-Capable Missiles and 
said "It's the most informative account 
I've seen of the Iran ballistic missile 
program ... it is a major contribution to 
our understanding of Iranian security 
policies, missile program, so I would 
highly recommend it." 

The Georgetown University professor 
cautioned "North Korea is on the verge of 
becoming only the third U.S. adversary 
with the ability to deliver nuclear 
warheads, with the ability to have a 
ballistic missile capable of reaching the 
continental United States. Well, Iran has 

Ambassador Bob Joseph (left): most important part of 
the President's statement was his outreach to the 
Iranian people. 
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Alireza Jafarzadeh: Tehran survival depends on 
domestic suppression, terrorism, nuclear weapons and 
missile program. 

an ICBM program. The director of the Missile Defense Agency has estimated that Iran could have a 
ballistic missile capable of reaching the continental United States within several years. So Iran could 
be the fourth country with that capability. Even if Iran never achieves an ICBM capability, with its 
ballistic missile capability, it already has the ability to conduct a nonnuclear strategic attack on the 
United States and its allies with its short-range and medium-range ballistic missiles." 

Professor Kroenig concluded ''The benefit of pulling out is that the United States can really bring back 
significant economic and political pressure on the regime to force them to the table ... I'm hoping that 
a maximum pressure and engagement strategy for Iran could have a similar outcome, bring Iran to 
the table to discuss a deal that doesn't just kick the can down the road, but eliminates this nuclear and 
missile threat. 

Dr. Heinonen remarked that "The first step for the international community, since the JCPOA is still [in 
place even though] U.S. has left it, to ask Iran to explain what is there, let the IAEA go to see the rest 



of the equipment and rest of the 
materials, and then do the proper 
verification to ensure them that Iran is in 
full compliance. 

"We should take note of t.hose things, fix 
the JCPOA, look at how it can be 
(adjusted) in such a way that it includes 
adequate provisions to deter Iran to 
produce nuclear weapons material in 
short period of time. Get to the bottom of 
the missile program. And thirdly, visit 
those sunset provisions and make sure 
also that the IAEA has adequate 
authority to have an access also to the 
people, equipment, and military sites 
upon the need and with sophistication so 
that we can get assurances that Iran is 
fully complying its NPT and JCPOA 
obligations without any doubt," he said. 

Rebecca Heinrichs said, "Iran still has 
short and medium ballistic missiles that 
can hold U.S. forces at risk, our allies at 
risk. And here in the area the Trump 
administration is now collecting Scud 
missiles that they've found throughout 
the region that are Iranian-made, Iranian
produced and manufactured, and have 
been given to proiies. So the (Houthi) 
rebels now are sh'ooting Iranian
produced and made missiles into Saudi 
Arabia at civilian targets." She added, "a 
lot of the arms control folks will say that 
the Iranians have stopped their long
range ballistic missile program, without 
making the clear point that their space 

Dr. Olli Heinonen (left}: IAEA must have adequate 
. access to the people, equipment, and military sites. 

Professor Matthew Kroenig: The benefit of pulling out is 
that the United States can really bring back significant 

. economic and political pressure on the regime. 

launch program is just that; that is their long-range ballistic missile test program and that there are 
technological points that they can learn from that test program that they can apply to long-range 
ballistic missile technology. And so if we don't handle their space launch program, you know, we're 
still allowing them to continue their ballistic missile program." 

Heinrichs concluded, "there was not a change in the nature of the regime before Iran was given the 
stamp of approval on their enrichment program and flooded with cash and basically legitimized as a 
legitimate nation-state again, which is what the JCPOA did. I think those are the two big things that 
the agreement did-legitimize the country, flooded it with cash, and allowed it to continue its malign 
activities but with more money." 

These materials are being distributed by the National Council of Resistance of lran-U.S. 
Representative Office. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, 
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• Ali Safavi of the NCRI Foreign Affairs Committee 
welcomed the panelists. 
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Post U.S. withdrawal from JCPOA: Iran's Ballistic 
Buildup and Nuclear Ambitions 
Panelists discuss Iran's ballistic missile program, nexus with the 
nuclear program and the way forward 

WASHINGTON, DC, USA, May 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/-0 As 
president Donald Trump announced his decision to withdraw the 
United States from the JCPOA, on Wednesday, May 9, 2018, the 
National Council of Resistance of lran-U.S. Representative Office 
(NCRI-US) wlll host a~ of leading subject-matter experts to 
discuss the missile program of Iran, its ties with the nuclear weapons 
program, its threatening impact in the region and ways to counter it. 
The panel starts at 10:30 am and ends at noon at the Mayflower 
Hotel. 

Iran's Ballistic Buildup: The March Toward Nuclear-Capable Missiles 
, will also be released. 

This NCRI-US unique report provides details on several facets of 
Tehran•~ ballistic missile program, including its organization, structure, 
production, and development infrastructure, launch facilities, 
command centers operating inside Iran, as well as foreign assistance. 

/ 
PANELISTS: /. . 
- A~bas~ador Joseph DeTrani, former Director of National Counter 
Proh~erat1on Center and Special Adviser to the Director of National 
Intelligence. 

Rebeccah Heinrichs 

Amb. Joseph DeTrani 

- Dr. 011( Heinonen, former Deputy Director General of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and head of its Department of Safeguards. 

- Ambassador Robert Joseph, former Under ~ecretary of State for Arms Control and International 

II Security. 

Finally I want to deliver a 
message to the long suffering 
people of Iran. The people of 
America stand with you ... But 
the future of Iran belongs to 
its people." 
President Donald Trump, May 

8, 2018 

- A(ireza Jafarzadeh, Deputy Director, NCRl's Washington 
Office; author, The Iran Threat. · 

- Matthew Kro~nig, Associate Professor, Edmund A. Walsh 
~c~ool _of Foreign Service at Georgetown University Senior 

t
eTlohw Ain the _Brent Scowcroft Center on lnternation~I Securi 

a e tlant1c Council. 

MODERATOR: 
Rebeccah Heinrichs, Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute 
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DATE: Wednesday, May 9, 2018, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 

PLACE: Mayflower Hotel, East Room; 1127 Connecticut Ave NW, 
Washington, DC 20006 

Registration is required to attend this event. To RSVP, please click 
below: 

https:/lwww.eventbrite.com/e/45590556582/ 

These materials are being distributed by the National Council of 
Resistance of lran-U.S. Representative Office. Additional information 
is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. 
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